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Questions Points 

 Vocabulary 9 

A 
 

Match the pictures with the sentences.      

                             
 

       (A)                          (B)                                     (C)                                         (D) 

 

1. One serving of rice is not enough for them. (      ) 

2. There is a parking lot around. (      ) 
3. It is a means of communication for drivers. (      ) 

4. He has a bad eating habit. (      ) 
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B 
Match the words with the definitions. (One word is extra) 

                                                        B                                                                         A                      

5. medicine                                                     a. have something inside 

6. society                                                         b. a large amount of money 

7. calm                                                             c. a substance used for treating illness 

8. contain                                                        d. a large group of people who live together 

                                                                        e. without worry 
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C 
Fill in the blanks with the given words. (one is extra)  

 

 disagree  / develop / identified / range / habits / servings / plan 

9. To be honest, this level of game is out of my ……………….. of experience. 

10. These amounts of rice and meat should be enough for three …………….. 

11. My brother taught me how to drive and unfortunately, I develop some of his bad 

……………… 

12. My ……………….. is to hire a car when I arrive in London and visit historical places 

13. David had a completely different idea about the project, so I had to ……………. with his 

decision. 

14. Learning synonyms is a good way to .......... our vocabulary. 
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D 
 

Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own. 

 

15. China ………… up 18 % of the world’s population. 

16. Our neighbor had a heart ……… yesterday. 
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Questions Points 

 Grammar 6 

E 
Choose the correct answer. 

17. My friend has ……… knowledge in Arabic. She cannot answer my question 

a. few b. any c. little d. much 

18. There are three …….. of bread on the shelf. 

a. bags b. bottles c. loaves d. slices 

19. My uncle died with …… of ……. of dollars in the bank. 

a. hundred – million b. hundreds  - millions 

c. hundreds – million d. hundred – millions 

20. There’s ……. need to hurry. There’s ……… of time. 

a. not – lots b. not – a plenty c. no – lots d. no – a plenty 
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F 
 

Put the words in the correct order. 

21. people / London / lots / last week / moved to /of /. 

22. these/ don’t/ much/ students/ homework/ days/ have /. 
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G 
 

Match the items in A with the items in B. There is one extra item in B.  

                                                  B                                                                A                    

23. What languages do you know?    A. I like English much more. 

24. When did you learn English?    B. not so well. 

25. What is your favorite language?    C. I can speak English and French well. 

26. Do you speak English more fluently?  D. At the age of 10.  

                                                                                    E. Yes, I think so. 
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 Pronunciation 1 

H 
 

27. Which one is different in stress pattern?  

a. sixteen b. nineteen c. fifty d. fifteen 
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 Writing 2 

I 
 

Fill in the blanks with the right words. 
 

On Fridays, my friend usually takes photographs of animals in the forest. 

28. subject: ……………….….                    29. Verb: ……………….…. 

30. Object: ……………….….                     31. Adv of place: ……………….…. 
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Questions Points 

 Reading Comprehension 6 

J 
Cloze Passage: 

A sign language is a system of …32.. to exchange thoughts or feelings by means of the hands, 

arms, body or face. Sign languages are …33… to spoken languages in many ways and are 

different from body language. …34… people use sign language to communicate among 

themselves or with other people who can hear. It is not clear how many sign languages …35… . 

But we know that there isn’t only one sign language.  

 

32.  a. region b. level c. pattern d. communication 

33.   a. similar b. different c. emotional d. general 

34.   a. Clever b. Deaf c. Blind d. Hardworking 

35.   a. die b. write c. exist d. communicate   
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 Comprehension  

K 
 

1. People who eat a lot of fruit and vegetables are less likely to have heart problems. You 

should eat at least five portions of fruit and vegetables a day. One portion is e.g. a banana, 

an apple, one slice of melon or pineapple or two plums. Remember that potatoes are not 

included on that list. 

2. eating too  much salt can raise your blood pressure. And people with high blood 

pressure are three times more likely to develop heart disease or have a stroke than people 

with normal blood pressure. Three-quarters (75%) of the salt we eat is already in the food 

we buy, such as breakfast cereals, soups, sauces and ready meals. So you could easily be 

eating too much salt without realizing it. 

3. Having too much fat can cause heart disease. Products that contain large amounts of 

fats are meat pies, cheese, butter, cream cakes. You should replace butter with vegetable 

oils, which don’t contain saturated fat. 

4. Having sugary foods and drinks too often can cause tooth decay. Cutting down on sugar 

will help you control your weight. Sugar is added to many types of food e.g. fizzy drinks, 

juices, sweets, biscuits, cakes, ice cream. 

5. We should be drinking about 6 to 8 glasses of water every day and even more when the 

weather is warm. 

Don’t drink too much coffee or tea as they can dehydrate you. 

Answer the questions according to the text. 
 

36. Why should we eat fruit and vegetables? 

……………………………………………………………. 

 

37. What causes tooth decay? 

……………………………………………………………. 
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Questions Points 

L 
 

Choose the best answer. 
 

38. which title is suitable for the forth paragraph. 

 

a. cut down on salt b. five - a - day c. drink a lot of water d. cut down on sugar 
 

 

M 
 

39. Potatoes can be eaten as part of your five – a – day.                          T         F   

40. Eating much salt increases blood pressure.                                        T         F  
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